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Abstract
A device for transporting heavy barrel planters is needed. Barrel planters are wooden wine
barrels that have been cut in half along the circumference. They are used to store and grow a
variety of plants. As such, they can contain more than 300 pounds of soil. The products
currently on the market are not designed for such heavy planters, are cost prohibitive, and do
not take advantage of the tapered design of a wine barrel half. A solution is needed that is
durable, easy to use, and low cost. This final design report will show the steps used to find a
solution to the problem, beginning with research and problem definition and ending with a
final design. The timeline of steps taken in completing each deliverable for this project will be
discussed along with future iterations and goals.
The project culminates in the development and testing of a verification prototype which was
able to successfully lift and move a planter when tested by our Sponsor. The prototype was
manufactured mostly using steel tubing coupled with a manual hydraulic pump and cylinder.
The hydraulic cylinder allowed the device to safely and effectively lift the heavy barrel, and the
steel frame with all-terrain caster wheels allowed the device to be moved.
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Introduction
Our customer, Mr. Braun, bought a house and needed a way to transport his heavy planters to
the new property. He also needed a way to move them around his yard and onto a truck. We
approached this problem by dividing it into three parts: grabbing, lifting, and moving.
In the following sections, we will:
• Report our research.
• Define the project scope.
• Explain our process of ideation.
• Justify and detail the final design along with changes made during the manufacturing
phase.
• Show the completed verification prototype and compare it with the final design.
• Provide information on testing procedures and cost.
• Go over the timeline of steps taken in completing the goals for this project, including
future projections.
Our research includes the information we gathered during our interview with Mr. Braun, similar
products on the market, patent searches, and relevant technical literature. Adding to material
from the Scope of Work (SOW), Preliminary Design Review (PDR), and Critical Design Review
(CDR), this Final Design Review (FDR) Report will cover the manufacturing processes taken to
develop the verification prototype and testing procedures taken after its completion. Changes
made from the CDR will be discussed along with future goals for the barrel mover device.

Project Background
2.1. Summary of customer observations, meetings, and interviews
In our interview with the customer, we learned that there were many reasons why Mr. Braun
was seeking a novel solution to his problem. Though there are industrial planter dollies
available for purchase, they may require a lot of human strength to use and Mr. Braun wants a
product that does not require more than average human strength. Also, he does not want to
have to lift a planter up from the bottom. Additionally, he does not want to have to tilt the
barrels more than thirty degrees while transporting. There are many existing products made to
lift and move chemical drums, but these are not viable solutions for several reasons. Firstly,
these products are not suitable for outside use. They are not sufficiently corrosion resistant for
outside storage and they are only designed to be used on the flat floor of a warehouse. In
contrast, Mr. Braun is looking for a product that can be stored outside and that can transport
his planters over moderate terrain. Additionally, the attachment mechanism for these
products do not take advantage of the planters’ taper. Finally, both the products designed for
transporting large planters and chemical drums are cost prohibitive and too large. Mr. Braun
would like the device to be narrow enough to transport the planters up a U-Haul ramp, arrange
9

the planters side-by-side, and to be stored in line with this arrangement. He would also like the
manufacturing cost of the product to be no more than $150.
The customer was also interested in including several bonus functions in the barrel mover. He
would like to be able to move the other heavy items he has outside using the device. He would
also like the product to be able to tilt the planters horizontally for pruning.

2.2. Existing products
There are many products that accomplish the task of moving industrial drum barrels. These
products come in different sizes and with different price tags, so they gave our team ideas on
what would work in our design and what should be scrapped. While these lifting apparatuses
are meant for drum barrels and not wine barrel halves, they were great products to study and
compare to our design goals and final product. Table 2.1 shows the results of our research.
Table 2.1. List of existing barrel moving products.
Product Name and Summary
Images
MORSE Stainless Steel Model
80i-SS i
Figure 2.1 shows a fully
mechanical solution that can lift a
drum barrel using a lever arm. The
barrel is attached by a semicircular ring and a chain.
Figure 2.1. Stainless
steel device.
MORSE Model
Palletizer ii

82-H

Drum

The model in Figure 2.2 utilizes a
hydraulic lift to allow for grabbing
and stacking of barrels. It also has
an elevated wheelbase for better
ground clearance.

Figure 2.2. Hydraulically
actuated palletizing device.
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Makinex Powered Hand Truck
PHT-140 iii
Figure 2.3 shows a batteryoperated lift-assist for lifting
heavy items.

Figure 2.3. Battery operated
lifting device.
Global Industrial™️ Portable
Hydraulic Drum Lifting Jack 800
Lb. Capacity iv
Shown in Figure 2.4 is a manually
operated hydraulic jack that can
fit drum barrels and lift them off
the floor for easy transport.

Figure 2.4. Hydraulic
pallet jack.
Potwheelz® Industrial Garden
Dolly v
This is a dolly made specifically for
use with round, heavy objects,
such as potted plants. Figure 2.5
shows that the run-flat airless
tires are a durable solution for
many terrains.
Figure 2.5. Dolly for
cylindrical objects.
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2.3. Patent search results
To avoid the risk of using another company or person’s IP, we conducted a patent search into
any relevant devices or parts that could overlap with our design solution. Table 2.2 summarizes
our search results.
Table 2.2. Summary of patent search.
Patent Name and Summary
Images
Lifting Device (Makinex Powered Hand
Truck PHT-140) vi
Figure 2.6 shows a patent for a lifting device
that allows one person to pick and place
heavy items. It allows for functionally
variable horizontal reach.

Figure 2.6. Lifting device patent.
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Drum Handling Apparatus (Morse Mfg.
Company)vii
The patent illustration shown in Figure 2.7
is for an apparatus for lifting, repositioning,
and transporting relatively large storage
drums.

Figure 2.7. Morse drum handling patent.
System and Method for Moving Objects
(PotWheelz™)viii
The patent illustrated in Figure 2.8 is for a
method and system for moving round
objects such as potted plants without the
user having to exert a large amount of
force. The user slides the object onto the
dolly and then tilts the dolly to lift the
object up from the ground.

Figure 2.8. PotWheelz garden
dolly patent.
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2.4. Summary of relevant technical literature
In preparation of our design phase, we reviewed technical literature about joints with
clearance and human strength limits.
Joints with clearance:
Clearances exist in real joints due to imperfections in sizing and they increase overtime due to
wear. Research has been done on their effects and mathematical models have been created
for their impact forces. It is suggested that the best model for joints with clearances is one in
which contact forces are modeled as collision forces that are functions of continuous
deformation.ix Many or all of the kinematic constraints of an ideal joint are replaced with force
constraints. There are many models for these contact forces, but the most common is one that
is non-linear, visco-elastic, and accounts for energy dissipation. In a series of reports titled
“Research on Dynamics of Four-Bar Linkage with Clearances at Turning Pairs”, it was found
that several factors increased the contact forces of joints with clearances.x These included the
position of the joint, the magnitude of the clearance, the mass of the linkage, and the angular
velocity of the mechanism.
Because our device will likely include joints, it may be appropriate to design for the
minimization of their contact forces. Using this information gathered from this research, we
can optimize the linkage weight, joint position, and the joint material to minimize wear and
tear caused by unavoidable clearances.
Human strength limits:
In a study conducted by the University of Nottingham, anthropometric strength data was
collected for the design of safer products.xi In this study, strength data was taken for
participants as they performed several exercises. Perhaps the most relevant to this project was
horizontally pushing and pulling a cylindrical bar oriented in the horizontal direction. The
mean force and standard deviation were tabulated with gender and age. In another study it
was found that generally, one can safely push approximately 20% and pull 30% of his or her
own body weight.xii Additionally, it was found that pulling handles at 50%-65% of one’s own
height posed the minimum injury risk. In a study at the University of Michigan, Ann Harbor,
several injury risk factors were analyzed for different lifting techniques. xiii These factors were
ligament strains, spinal compressive forces, and muscle moment requirements. It was found
that the lifting technique with the minimum spinal injury risk was bending at the knees,
keeping a straight and flat back, and keeping the object close to the body.
We expect that this information on human pulling, pushing, and lifting will pose significant
constraints on the design of both the lifting and moving mechanisms for this device.
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Objectives
After conducting our technical research and conducting interviews with the sponsor, we began
recording and documenting the requirements for this design project. Using this information,
we created a list of needs and wants as well as a problem statement that accurately
encompassed the scope of the design problem for this project.

3.1. Problem statement
People who need to move heavy, half wine barrel planters around their backyards have a
difficult time doing so. Currently, they move the planters by rolling them on their sides, which
takes a lot of time and effort. They need a device that is compact, durable, and makes it easy
to lift and transport the planters over a variety of terrain.

3.2. Boundary diagram
Boundary diagrams represent the boundaries of the design problem and show the user and
elements that are important. The sketch in Figure 3.1 shows the tight arrangement of the
barrels as well as the U-Haul trailer that the user would like transport the barrels in.
Understanding the physical whereabouts of the components allows the problem to be
visualized better.

Figure 3.1. Boundary diagram showing major
components.

3.3. Customer needs and wants
From the meeting with our sponsor and the information provided to our group, we were able
to outline the requirements and constraints of our projects. The list below contains the
necessary requirements for the project and does not include any additional bonus constraints
that were asked of us by the sponsor.
15

Needs:
• Usable by average strength adult – This is a suggestive amount of strength based on
what the average adult can pull/pull.
• As narrow as possible – This requires that the width of the product must be as narrow
as possible in order to operate within a close quarters environment as well as to fit on a
U-Haul ramp.
• Survive 15 years “exposure” – Exposure refers to general wear and tear from use as
well as from exposure to the sun and the elements.
• Cost $150 for 10x production – $150 is a maximum. If production for 10 products costs
less, then that it better.
• Turn easily – This requires that the product can rotate with a sufficiently small radius
of curvature.
• Deal with moderate terrain – Moderate terrain includes dirt, light sand, and street
curbs.
• Tilt barrel no more than 30 degrees – This requirement ensures that the planter will
not spill its contents.
• Additional requirements from Sponsor meeting:
o Transport barrels that are stored in the arrangement shown in Figure 3.2. They
are in contact with other barrels on the back and sides.
o Does not require pushing anything underneath the planters like a normal dolly.

Figure 3.2. Barrel arrangement diagram.
Wants:
• Fits up a U-Haul ramp – This would make the planter easy to transport since the device
would be able to fit up a ramp so that a U-Haul truck can be used.
• Can rotate barrel 90 degrees – This would give the device the ability to allow the user
to prune the plants with less difficulty.
• Detachable grabber mechanism – This would make the device more versatile and
more marketable.
• Can be stored in line with the barrel arrangement as shown in Figure 3.3 – This
would allow the user to store the device with the other barrels.
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3.4. Description of QFD process
To start the quality function deployment “house of quality” (QFD) process we first listed all our
customer’s wants and needs on the left-hand side. After evaluating them for their importance,
we determined engineering specifications that would provide quantitative answers to the
qualitative requirements we had determined. Then, each quantitative measure was rated to
each qualitative measure. After this, we selected 4 competitors and measured how they scaled
to the qualitative and quantitative specifications. Finally, we came up with numerical
constraints for the quantitative specifications. The full QFD is attached in Appendix A. Using
the QFD, we were able to derive a list of specifications, which are described in Section 3.5.

3.5. Specifications table
Table 3.1 shows each project specification as well as its respective tolerance and target value.
The hardest part of this project will be designing this product to be operable by an average
strength adult and being able to lift the planter over curbs. These specifications can also be
found in the QFD in Appendix A at the end of this report.
Table 3.1. Engineering specifications chart derived from QFD.
Spec
A
B
C
D
E
F
G
H
I
J
K
L
M

•

•

Parameter
Human Strength Percentile (%)
Width
Weight (lbf)
Height (in)
Depth (in)
Life (yr)
Cost ($)
Turn Radius (in)
Necessary Tilt Angle to Transport
(degree)
Maximum Incline (degree)
Maximum Angle Barrel Can Be
Rotated (degree)
Modular Components (Y/N)
Impulse to overcome step (lbf/s)

Target
50%
28 to 30 inches
50 lbf
72 inches
28 to 30 inches
15 Years
$150 each
12 Inches

Tolerance
Max.
Max.
+/- 5 lbf
+/- 6 in
Max.
Min.
Max.
Max.

Risk
H
M
L
L
L
M
M
L

Compliance
A
T
T
T
T
A
A
I

30 Degrees

Max.

H

I

20 Degrees

+/- 5 degrees

L

I

90 Degrees

Max.

L

I

Yes/No
50 (lbf/s)

N/A
+/- 5 (lbf/s)

L
H

I
A

Specification A is the required human strength percentile of the user to operate the
device. The target value of this strength percentile, X, is below 50% so that an adult of
average strength may operate the device. This specification encompasses every type of
motion required for operation, such as lifting, pulling, and overcoming bumps in the
ground. The anthropometric strength data for the motion required can be found from
studies done by the military and universities such as from sources xi.
Specification B and E are the width and depth of the product. These are constrained by
the want of the sponsor to be able to store the device inside the barrel arrangement.
Figure 3.3 shows the front view of this storage arrangement and Figure 3.4 shows the
top view. As can be seen in Figure 3.4, the width and depth can be as large as 30 inches
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at the ground due to the barrels’ taper. However, they must not exceed 28 inches in
width or depth at the top of the planter and upwards.

Figure 3.3. Front view of the device stored in the
barrel arrangement.

Figure 3.4. Top view of the device stored in the
barrel arrangement.

•

•
•

Specification F is the lifetime of the product without any repairs or maintenance and
while stored outside. This is required to be a minimum of 15 years by the project
sponsor.
Specification G is the cost to manufacture one device if a total of 10 are made. This is
required to be a maximum of $150.
Specification H is the turn radius of the device measured from the middle of the inner
and outer wheels. The turn radius can be a maximum of 12 inches, meaning that the
device must be able to rotate about an axis that is 12 inches from the center axis of the
device.
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•

•

•

•

•

Specification I is the maximum angle from the central axis that the half-barrel planter
can be rotated while being transported by the device. This is necessary to keep the
contents of the barrel from spilling.
Specification J is the maximum incline angle that the device can safely and functionally
move and operate on. This would be a factor when it comes to what ramp is used to
move the planters up into a transport vehicle.
Specification K is the maximum angle that the barrel could be tilted while not being
transported. This would mean that the planter should never be rotated more than 90
degrees past its vertical axis.
Specification L is whether the function of having a modular mechanism on the device
exists. This could mean that the device would allow for removable and adjustable
components so that it could lift and transport other objects such as a beehive box.
Specification M is the maximum impulse force required to overcome a standard street
curb. This force would be exerted by the user to cause the device and the half-barrel
planter to roll over a curb.

3.6. Specification measurement process
The following descriptions show how we plan to measure the various specifications mentioned
in Section 3.5:
• Human Strength Percentile: Test device with a variety of human operators.
• Width: Measure using a tape measure, use CAD model dimensions.
• Weight: Weigh on a scale, use CAD model and material properties to derive weight.
• Height: Measure using a tape measure, use CAD model dimensions.
• Depth: Measure using a tape measure, use CAD model dimensions.
• Life: Calculations using material property tables, fatigue, Design II type component
calculations.
• Cost: Part estimates from suppliers, labor estimates, quotes from manufacturers.
• Turn Radius: Measure with a tape measure, use CAD model.
• Necessary Tilt Angle to Transport: Measure using a plumb bob and protractor or
phone level app, lever calculations.
• Maximum Incline: Center of mass calculations with FBD, build an adjustable ramp to
test product.
• Maximum Angle Barrel Can be Rotated: Measure with phone level app.
• Modular Components: Visually inspect to see whether components are removable.
• Impulse to Overcome Step: Design a series of various sized steps, pull with spring
scale until force to overcome is found.
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Concept Design
This section will discuss the steps taken to come up with an initial design, find components,
form a manufacturing plan, and note changes made up to the final model.

4.1. Initial considerations
The approach to this design problem was to determine the best solutions for 1) securing and
2) lifting the barrels independently. For the overall design, the best solutions that worked
together were chosen. Appendix B showcases all the design ideas we had. For the purposes of
this report, we will only focus on the most promising ideas and/or most interesting ideas
presented.
Securing methods:
Figure 4.1 shows the top five grabber designs under consideration for our device. The
factors that we are considering most for the grabbers are the stability that they can
provide as well as their ease of use. The stability of the method of attachment is a
concern because even though the barrels themselves are symmetric, the plants inside
them may not be. This may lead the barrels to tip over.

Figure 4.1. Top five initial grabber designs.
In grabber (a.) the barrel is secured by straight prongs going through eyes on either side
of the barrel, which are part of a harness. One of the drawbacks to this design is that it
would require the user to transfer this harness from barrel to barrel in order to transport
them. Additionally, this may not be a very stable method of securement, depending on
how tight the fit is between the eyes and the prongs. If the eyes had depth, this would
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make the securement more stable, but it would make the method more difficult
because the harness and the prongs would have to be placed perfectly to fit.
Unlike grabber (a.), grabber (b.) utilizes curved prongs instead of straight prongs to
secure the barrel. This eliminates the need for the barrel harness and provides more
stability than grabber A because more area is in contact with the barrel. In order to fit
around the barrel, these curved prongs would need to rotate about their long axis.
Similarly to grabber (a.), grabber (c.) would require a barrel harness with eyes on either
side. However, in this design, the barrel is secured by hooks going through the eyes
instead of straight prongs. The barrel is easier to secure using this method because the
user does not need to place the harness around the barrel as accurately for the hooks
to fit in the eyes. However, it would provide much less stability. Depending on the
symmetry of the plant inside the barrel, the barrel could tip over.
Grabber (d.) is a curved attachment that extends slightly past a semi-circle. It can
secure the barrel by going around it near the base, where the diameter is its smallest.
Then, it can slide up to where it fits snugly around the barrel. This design is appealing
because it would not require a barrel harness or rotating the prongs, like grabber (b.)
does. However, because the taper angle is small, the grabber would not be able to
extend very far past a semicircle to be able to fit around the barrel at its smallest
diameter. This is concerning because the barrel could fall out the front of the grabber if
the grabber can deflect.
Similarly to grabber (b.), grabber (c.) uses two curved prongs (only one shown in the
figure) to secure the barrel. However, instead of rotating about their long axis, the
swivel about their middle to allow the barrel to go between them. This method of
securement is appealing because it provides very good stability and is relatively easy to
use. In a small-scale LEGO prototype shown in Section 4.3, Figure 4.4, the grabbers
swivel open and closed automatically when they are pushed around the barrel.
Lifting methods:
Figure 4.2 shows the top lifting methods under consideration. The factors under
consideration for the lifting methods are their cost, durability, and ease of use.
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Figure 4.2. Top five lifting methods.
Lifter (a.) is a ratcheting lever. The user would lift the barrel in increments by pulling the
lever down over and over. The advantage of lifter (a.) over lifter (b.) is its ease of use.
Instead of having to exert a lot of force or use a very long lever, the user could lift the
barrel more comfortably. However, one of the disadvantages is that it is more costly
than the other lifters, at around $60 for one. Additionally, it is not very durable because
the linear track is made of stamped metal.
Lifter (b.) is a simple lever. The user would push or pull the long end of the lever
downward to lift the short end, which would be attached to the grabber. At the fulcrum,
the lever would be attached to the frame of the device. Though the simplicity of this
method is appealing, it was determined that a person of average strength would have
to push or pull the lever five feet downward to lift the barrel six inches. This means that
the lever would need to be very long and the user would need bend over to push the
lever down enough. Because this lifting method would be so difficult to use, we
abandoned this lifter idea in favor of lifter (a.).
Lifter (c.) is a bottle jack. This lifting method uses hydraulics to lift the jack. Similarly to
lifter (a.), this design uses a lever and allows the user to lift the jack incrementally. This
method of lifting has several advantages. It is low cost, with a cheap one costing about
$13. Because all the components are sealed from the outside, it is also very durable.
Lifter (d.) is a scissor jack. This lifting method works by rotating a screw that lifts or
lowers jack by pushing the sides closer together or further apart. This method of lifting
is low cost, with a cheap one costing about $20. However, it is not very durable because
it is made from stamped metal. Additionally, it is not as easy to use as lever (a.) because
cranking is more difficult than pulling a lever.
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Lifting layouts:
After the best lifting and grabbing methods were determined, good combinations of
each were thought of. It was noticed that all these combinations had one of the lifting
layouts shown in Figure 4.3. Each of these layouts have benefits and drawbacks. The
factors under consideration for these layouts are stresses they impose on the device
and the geometric problems they pose for the alignment of the barrels.

Figure 4.3. Lifting mechanism layouts.
Layout (a.) is lifting the barrel from the top with a moment arm. This layout would allow
the device to lift the barrel at any point along its length. Because of this, the grabber
would be able to secure the barrel without encountering the other barrels next to it.
However, because of the moment arm and the large weight of the barrel, the device
would have a very high bending stress.
Layout (b.) is lifting the barrel from the top directly without a moment arm. The benefit
of this layout is that the device wouldn’t have any stresses due to a bending moment.
However, because the barrel would need to be secured at the top, the grabber would
almost certainly encounter the other barrels.
Layout (c.) is pushing the barrel’s sides up from the ground. The benefits of this layout
are that there wouldn’t be a bending moment due to a moment arm in the device as
well as that the lifter and grabber would not necessarily get in the way of the barrels on
either side. However, the drawback of this layout is that both the lifter and grabber
would have to be extremely narrow as to fit in the space between barrels. This is only as
wide as four inches at the barrels’ base.
With all these preliminary ideas, all that was left to do was decide on which was the most
feasible for this project.
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4.2. Decision matrices
To narrow down our variety of design ideas, we employed the help of decision matrices, which
can be found completely in Appendix C. Using these, we determined that the best combination
of grabber, lifters, and layout were Grabber (e.), Lifter (c.), and Layout (c.), shown together in
Figure 4.4.

Figure 4.4. Decision matrix output.

4.3. Grabber mechanism physical model
Figures 4.5 shows the a) top view and b) perspective view of our LEGO prototype. We made this
physical model to ensure the validity of the rotating grabber arms. This prototype was tested
on a small can of WD-40 to see how the arms would rotate around a cylindrical object.

b) Perspective view

a) Top view

Figure 4.5. LEGO model of grabber arms. Blue circle represents WD-40 can.

4.4. Initial PDR CAD model
This section shows our proposed PDR concept model. Figure 4.6 shows the CAD model in
isometric view while Figure 4.7 shows the CAD model from the front, left, and top plane. In
Figures 4.8, 4.9, and 4.10, specific dimensions are given for the key components of the device.
These dimensions were explicitly chosen to fulfill the constraints of the problem. For example,
the wheels have a width that would fit between two edge-to-edge half-barrel planters. The
arms are tapered and designed to grab the barrel at half its height.
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Figure 4.6. Isometric view of CAD model for
PDR.

Figure 4.7. 3-Plane and trimetric view of PDR model.
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Figure 4.8. Side view PDR drawing with dimensions in inches.

Figure 4.9. Rear view PDR drawing with dimensions in inches.

Figure 4.10. Top view PDR drawing with dimensions in inches.
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Figure 4.11 shows the important components of our design for the device. This includes the
location and addition of the curved grabber arms, hydraulic jack, and large jack handle. Figure
4.12 shows a render of the materials planned to be used for the device and the reasoning for
each chosen material. The device requires high friction and strength at the grabbers, so
aluminum arms and rubber pads are selected. The rest of the design uses cost-effective
materials and components that minimize costs while providing enough strength for the device
to lift and transport the half-barrel planter.

Figure 4.11. Major components of the PDR concept model.

Figure 4.12. Material proposals for PDR design.
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4.5. Preliminary calculations
Calculations were made to determine many different factors about our device design and
barrel dimensions. As seen in Appendix D, we created spreadsheet and hand calculations to
calculate for the barrel weight (using various factors), the arc length of the grabbers, and the
force on the grabbers. These calculations were done to optimize the design and to assist in
making decisions about the design.

4.6. Design issues
The design we have selected and created has some potential issues. One potential issue is that
the jacks are not designed to withstand the high lateral loads from the barrel. A fix for this is to
implement a locking mechanism between the grabbers to alleviate lateral loads on the jacks.
Another issue with our concept design is the awkward usability of the lever. Because the lever
is in an inconvenient place, it can be difficult for the user to operate it. A solution to this would
be using a linkage-based mechanism. Another problem with the design is that the device may
not be able to fit through the gap between two edge-to-edge half-barrel planters. This is
resolved by using stronger, thinner materials, smaller wheels, and/or smaller grabber arms
with reduced arc lengths. There are other potential problems with the concept design, but
these are the main problems with our concept design. These problems helped us to create our
final design by going through and solving each issue one-by-one.
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Final Design
This chapter includes detailed descriptions and analysis of the final design. This section is
broken into two main parts: 1) design changes made up until the Critical Design Review and 2)
design changed made after the CDR, up until the Final Design Review. We will go over the
functionality of the machine and justification for design choices we made in coming to our final
design.

5.1. Overall design (CDR)
The final design is a 4-wheeled, steel-framed, hydraulically operated device, shown in Figure
5.1. The 4 large rubber wheels allow for easy traversing of rough terrain, the steel frame offers
rigidity, strength, and ease of manufacturing, and the hydraulic operation allows the user to
use minimal effort to lift up to a 500-pound payload. The user operates the device from the
rear, pushing or pulling the cart as needed and actuating the hydraulic hand pump when lifting
or lowering the barrel. Assembly, subassembly, and part drawings can be found in Appendix E.

Figure 5.1. CDR overall design 4-view including representation of planter.
The final design is comprised of four major subsystems as shown in Figure 5.2:
1. Frame
2. Hydraulics
3. Forks
4. Grabbers
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Figure 5.2. Exploded view of CDR model showing four subsystems.
Frame Subsystem
The frame is comprised of 1” x 2” steel tubing, two freely-swiveling caster wheels, and two fixed
wheels (see Figure 5.3). All the steel tubing is welded together. Dimensions can be found in
Appendix E as well as an assembly drawing.

Figure 5.3. CDR frame subsystem model view.
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Hydraulics Subsystem
The hydraulics subsystem includes the hydraulic hand pump, hose, NPT fittings and hydraulic
cylinder (Figure 5.4). The pump comes pre-fitted with a hose which simply needs to be attached
to the cylinder, since both components have 3/8” NPT fittings.

Figure 5.4. CDR hydraulic components
CAD model.
Forks Subsystem
The forks subsystem (Figure 5.5) contains the welded L-shaped steel bars, cross-braces, bolt
assemblies, the short linkages and clevis mount that connect the welded L-shape to the chassis
and hydraulic cylinder. The forks are lifted and lowered via actuation of the hydraulic pump.
The lowered and lifted positions are shown in Figure 5.6.

Figure 5.5. Various positions for the forks, allowing for up to 5 in. vertical lift.
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Figure 5.6. CDR forks subsystem CAD
model.
Grabber Subsystem
The grabber subsystem consists of the rolled steel hollow bars that contact the barrel’s conical
surface and the lock pin mechanism that constricts movement of the rolled hollow bars. These
components shown in Figure 5.7 together allow the user to contact and secure a barrel.

Figure 5.7. CDR grabber arms CAD model.
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The grabbers are fixed to a pin shown in Figure 5.8 that rotates about the vertical axis around
a block of steel attached to the fork arms by two brackets. The pin has a piece of geometry
about the center that extends forwards and contacts the side of the steel block that is used to
restrict the rotational limit to 60 degrees.

Figure 5.8. Close-up view of grabber pin
mechanism.
A spring underneath the pin is used to give the pin a small amount of vertical displacement so
that when the grabber begins to take on the weight of the barrel, it will push down and lock
into place with the two small rods on the pin contacting the left and right sides of the inner face
of the steel block. This is shown in Figure 5.9.

Figure 5.9. Visual explanation of the grabber lock mechanism.

5.2. Final design functionality (CDR)
The final design accomplishes a few main tasks: 1) grabbing/releasing the barrel, 2)
lifting/lowering the barrel, and 3) moving the barrel from one place to another.
The following steps shown below and images on the next page show the typical use case for
this device:
1. The barrel mover begins with the hydraulics de-pressurized, with the forks in their
lowest position, and the grabber arms in the open position.
2. To grab onto a barrel, the user must first locate the cart in line with the barrel, shown
in Figure 5.10.
3. Then, the user pushes the cart until the rear of the grabber arms contact the barrel. As
seen in Figure 5.11.
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4. The user will continue pushing the cart until the grabber arms close around the barrel
(Figure 5.12).
5. Now the user can start actuating the hydraulic hand pump. As the forks begin to lift,
the grabber lock pins will engage due to the weight of the barrel. (Figure 5.13)
6. Once the user has raised the barrel to a satisfactory height above the ground, they
may then push or pull the cart to wherever they want to place the barrel. (Figure 5.14).
7. To lower the barrel the user simply must rotate the pressure release knob on the
hydraulic pump.
8. Once the barrel is resting on the ground, the grabber lock pins will disengage, and the
device can be pulled away from the barrel.

Figure 5.10. Visual representation of Step 2: locating the cart.

Figure 5.11. Visual representation of Step 3:
contacting the barrel.
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Figure 5.12. Visual representation of Step 4: arms locked
around barrel.

Figure 5.13. Visual representation of Step 5: lock pins
engage.

Figure 5.14. Visual representation of Step 6: barrel has
been lifted.
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5.3. Design justification (CDR)
The following section provides discussion regarding calculations performed to validate the
sizing of integral components prior to manufacturing.
Linkage Forces
In our analysis of the device, acceleration was neglected. A simplified static analysis of the
device with the linkages at 60 degrees from the horizontal was done to estimate the maximum
forces in the linkages. This is because 60 degrees is the maximum angle the linkages can be
from the horizontal due to geometrical constraints and this is when the maximum internal
force occurs. See Linkage Force section of Appendix D.
Linkage Sizing
Using this force, the linkages were sized. This was done by solving for the nominal stress in the
linkages and treating them as two plates and using Figure A-15-12 in Shigley’s Engineering
Design, 7th Edition to find the stress concentration due to the holes. With a one-inch diameter
hole, width of 2 inches, depth of 1 inch, and thickness of 1/8 inch, the static yield safety factor
was determined to be 2.7. See Linkage Analysis section of Appendix D.
Linkage Bolts
Then, the bolts to pin the linkages to the frames were sized. This was done by finding the
normal stress due to tension and bending. With a bolt diameter of .75 inches the static yield
safety factor was determined to be 3.3. See Bolt Analysis section of Appendix D.
Nylon Bushings
Then, the wear on the nylon bushings for these pin connections was analyzed. This was done
by using equations 12-30 and 12-32 as well as Tables 12-8, 12-10, and 12-11 in Shigley’s. With a
length of 1 inch, lifting/lowering time of one hour, and an angular speed of 3.5 rev/min, the
wear was calculated to be .005 inches. See Bushing Analysis section of Appendix D.
Fork Arms
The stress and deflection of the lifting arms was then calculated. The deflection was found by
using Table A-9 in Shigley’s. With a width of 1 inch, height of 2 inches, thickness of 1/8 inch, and
length of 26 inches, the deflection downward was found to be .15 inch and the deflection
outward was found to be .52 inches. Because the static yield safety factor was found to be only
1.0, triangular supports were added. FEA was done to ensure that these supports would
prevent yielding. See Lifting Arm Analysis section of Appendix D.
Welds
The welds done with an E6010 analysis of the lifting arms were analyzed. This was done by
finding the shear stress due to the downward force on the arms, finding the shear stress due to
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the outward force on the arms, and root sum squaring them. The static yield safety factor was
found to be 15.7. See Weld Analysis section of Appendix D.

5.4. Safety, maintenance, and repair
We performed a FMEA (Failure Modes and Effects Analysis) which can be found in Appendix H.
The most important safety issues lie with the material yield of the frame and grabbers. At the
time of the CDR, the only testing we had done to back up the design was analytical.

5.5. Cost analysis (CDR)
A summary of the cost analysis, broken down by subsystem, is shown in Table 5.1. For more
detailed component-by-component cost analysis, see Appendix G.
Table 5.1. Summary of projected cost analysis for prototype, broken down by subsystem.
Subsystem
Cost
Grabbers
$25.17
Forks
$62.12
Frame and Wheels
$214.26
Hydraulics
$188.99
Total
$490.54
The total projected cost of purchased materials fell well below our prototype budget of $1000.
This was very good since it meant we had room to purchase replacement parts as well as
possibly outsource some components to be manufactured.

5.6. Final design changes since CDR
Since the critical design review, the final prototype design has changed in many different ways:
1. Grabber lock pin mechanism removed.
2. Grabber arms tubing changed.
3. Wheel specifications modified.
4. Front wheels orientation changed.
5. Hydraulic cylinder specifications and mounting changed.
6. Forks vertical measurements modified.
7. User safety modifications.
Grabber lock pin mechanism
Most notably, the grabber lock pin mechanism was removed to save on manufacturing time
and to simplify testing. It was determined to be more important to test whether the device
could be capable of lifting the barrel than to additionally test whether the lock pin mechanism
would rotate and function correctly. Additionally, the lock pin has a high probability of being
the point of failure for the device. If this were to happen, it would be impossible to determine
if the rest of the frame could support the load of the barrel. The new mounting method for the
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grabber arms is a simple bolt, washer, and nut combination that allows for a similar movement
which worked well for the verification prototype.
Grabber arms
The grabber arms were changed from 1” x 1” square steel tubing to 1” diameter pipe. Pipe was
much easier to bend into a curve using a tubing roller. It also allowed for better contact with
the barrel surface.
Wheel specifications
The wheels ordered were 6” diameter from a different vendor instead of the original 8”
diameter. This helps keep the device closer to the ground. Also, the original wheels were no
longer being sold at the time of materials purchasing.
Front wheels orientation
The front wheels no longer protrude outwards from the frame since the ordered parts were not
designed to be mounted in that orientation. Instead, they were mounted on an additional few
pieces of steel to allow for the same height while keeping the wheels vertically oriented. This
change is shown in Figure 5.15.

Figure 5.15. Modified front wheel orientation (FDR).
Hydraulic cylinder specifications and mounting
There was an error in the original selection of hydraulic cylinder—the part that was modelled
was different than the actual part being sold. We found a replacement cylinder from another
vendor that would be similar enough to work in the design. However, the new cylinder had a
longer retracted length of 12”, so new brackets were designed using offcuts of 1” x 2” steel
tubing. These changes are shown in Figure 5.16.
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Figure 5.16. Modified cylinder specifications
and mounting brackets (FDR).

Forks vertical measurements
In order to account for the longer cylinder, changes needed to be made to the fork
subassembly. The new dimensions are shown in Figure 5.17. The linkages connecting the forks
to the frame were increased by one inch hole-to-hole as well, for a total of 6” hole-to-hole.

Figure 5.17. Modified forks vertical measurements (FDR).
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User safety modifications
After completing the safety review, we decided to implement a few features to make the device
safer to use. These include an acrylic shield to prevent pinching around the linkages and
stickers that show the hazards, shown in Figure 5.18.

Figure 5.18. Added safety features (FDR).

5.7. Overall design (FDR)
This section showcases the final CAD model before/during manufacturing of the verification
prototype. Figure 5.19 is what we envisioned a production model of the device would look like
before we completed building and testing the verification prototype. Figure 5.20 shows the 4view of the CAD model. Drawings for each subassembly and part are available in Appendix E.

Figure 5.19. Final CAD model render of barrel mover.
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Figure 5.20. CAD 4-view of final model.
The functionality of the FDR model is not very different from that of the CDR model. The most
important missing function to note is the lack of a locking mechanism for the grabber arms. We
chose to omit this for testing purposes due to time constraints.
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Manufacturing
6.1. Procurement of materials
Materials were sourced from a variety of vendors, both local in the San Luis Obispo area as well
as online retailers. The BOM shown in Appendix E details vendors for each component to be
used in the prototype device. Table 6.1 below shows a summary of where the most important
components were sourced.
Table 6.1. Summary of hardware vendors.
Component
Source
1/8” 1”x2” ASTM A36 Steel Tubing
B & B Steel Santa Maria
1/8” 1” Diameter ASTM A36 Steel Pipe
1” Diameter 6/6 Nylon Rod (Bushing Material)
www.globalindustrial.com
6” Diameter x 2” Width Caster Wheels
www.casterconnection.com
1.5" bore x 6" stroke Magister hydraulic cylinder www.magisterhyd.com
Manual Hydraulic Hand Pump CP-180
www.toolots.com
Bolts, Nuts, Washers
The Home Depot / McMaster-Carr

6.2. Final budget status
When parts were finally purchased, some changes were made to quantities in order to account
for cutting and excess material in case of mistakes. Shipping and handling costs were also not
considered initially. These material overages and other costs are now accounted for. Costs
were easier to separate into different categories than in Section 5.5. Table 6.2 summarizes the
final costs for each component of the verification prototype. The grand total of $852.44
(significantly higher than the original estimate) still came in well under our budget of $1000.
This cost includes parts such as the locking mechanism hardware that did not end up in the
verification prototype. The full spreadsheet is attached in Appendix G.
Table 6.2. Summary of actual material costs.
Component
Cost
Steel (tubing, pipe)
$380.46
Wheels
$170.53
Hydraulics (pump, cylinder)
$175.53
Nylon
$36.99
Grabber arm hardware (bolts, washers, nuts)
$18.04
Linkage hardware (bolts, washers, nuts)
$19.41
Locking mechanism hardware
$51.48
Grand total
$852.44
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6.3. Manufacturing details
This section discusses how the key parts of the device were manufactured. Manufacturing
occurred in 3 main steps: cutting, welding, assembling. First, all the steel for the frame, forks,
and links were cut. The grabber arms were rolled and cut as well. Then, the forks and frame
were welded. Finally, wheels, hydraulics, linkages, and grabber arms were bolted on to the
frame and forks. The remainder of this section discusses the specific manufacturing processes
used in building the prototype. Manufacturing took much longer (100+ hours combined) than
any of us anticipated, mostly due to Covid-19 machine shop restrictions and yellow tag
certification time.
Bushings
The nylon bushing for the linkages were made in the Cal Poly student shops using a chop saw
and lathe.
1. The nylon stock was first cut to 1.1” lengths (16 pieces for 8 total bolt assemblies) and
then mounted in a 3-jaw chuck in the lathe.
2. In order to drill the 1” clearance hole, a pilot hole was drilled (Figure 6.1) and then ¼”
and ½” holes were drilled using the tail stock.
3. A ¾” drill bit was used to reach the ¾” hole size.
4. The part was then faced on one side, flipped around, and faced to a total length of
approximately 1.05”.
5. Finally, a small cylindrical sander was used to finish the interior of the hole for a
clearance fit with the ¾” diameter bolt.
A model of the bolt assembly is shown in Figure 6.2.

Figure 6.1. Drilling pilot hole in nylon stock.
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Figure 6.2. Model of bushings in bolt assembly.
Grabber arms
The curved grabber arms were cut and rolled in the Cal Poly student machine shops using a
brand-new $800 tubing roller named Hulk (Figure 6.3) and a vertical metal bandsaw.
1. We set up the tubing roller to accept the 1” pipe (1.125” OD).
2. We rolled the tubing all the way to one end of its length, then pumped the hydraulic jack
so it pushed the pipe down 50-100 thou.
3. We rolled the tubing in the other direction, then repeated Step 2.
4. We continued steps 2-3 until the tubing was approximately the arc we needed (26.5”
diameter), adjusting the rollers as necessary.
5. We cut the tubing (which now looked like a coil due to its long length and small radius)
on the vertical band saw into 2 segments of 120° arc (Figure 6.4) to form the grabber
arms.
6. We then drilled holes using a drill press to accept bushings for the bolts that hold the
arms to the forks.

Figure 6.3. Tubing roller "Hulk" with pipe set
up between pinions.
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Figure 6.4. Cut grabber arms.
Frame and forks
The majority of the frame and forks were made from 1” x 2” steel tubing cut on the metal chop
saw in the Cal Poly student shops. After chopping each piece to size, they were tack welded
together using a MIG welder (shown in progress in Figure 6.5 and 6.6). Our sponsor assisted
with completing the welds at his workshop. Some pieces needed holes drilled using a drill press
to fit linkage bolts or other components. After drilling, these holes were deburred using a
deburring tool. Each piece was wiped with acetone and blasted with compressed air to clean
it and remove debris to prep for welding.

Figure 6.5. MIG welding one of the forks.
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Figure 6.6. Partially completed frame and forks.
Wheel supports
The front and rear wheel supports were manufactured similarly to the frame and forks, and
holes were drilled along the centerline to accept bolts for the front wheels (Figure 6.7). For the
rear wheels, we had to design and cut mounting plates using the bandsaw from 1/8” steel plate
to affix to, shown in Figure 6.8. We drilled 4 holes with the same 3” x 3” pattern found on the
caster wheel brackets to mount the wheels. These plates were then welded to the steel tubing
supports, shown in Figure 6.9.

Figure 6.7. Front wheel support.
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Figure 6.8. Rear wheel mounting plates prior to
drilling holes.

Figure 6.9. Rear wheel mounting plate in
position.
Final assembly
All the individual parts were welded or bolted together to form the verification prototype. The
grabber arms were bolted through the forks. The forks were bolted to linkages which were then
bolted to the frame. The hydraulic cylinder was mounted within its top and bottom brackets
with 5/8” x 5” long stainless-steel bolts. The hand pump was mounted to the frame using zip
ties. The final verification prototype assembly is shown in Figure 6.10.
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Figure 6.10. Verification prototype fully assembled.

6.4. Manufacturing challenges
We faced many difficulties when manufacturing the components for the prototype.
One of the hardest processes to complete was welding. If even one weld was off by a degree or
two, the remainder of the welds became increasingly difficult to make accurately. One of the
best tools for ensuring right angles between welded parts were the magnetic right triangles
provided by the campus machine shop. Another great tool that we could never get enough of
were clamps. It would have also been a good idea to do more practice welds, but in the time
crunch caused by the pandemic, we opted to instead just tack together as many parts as we
could.
Another difficulty we faced was the increasingly heavy weight of the device as more and more
steel was welded on. In future iterations of this device, we would like to use more bolted
connections to make it easier to transport.
One place we should have been more careful was the vertical frame supports for the linkages.
The 1” holes we drilled through the tubing were sometimes not very straight. This ended up
causing problems when we tried to push the bolt and bushing assemblies through. In fact, we
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had to weld one of the vertical supports at a slight angle to account for the inaccuracy in the
drill holes.
One helpful method we used was to only tack pieces together until we were sure they were in
the right orientation and size. We had to remove some pieces and if they had been fully welded
it would have been a nightmare. Since they were only tacked together, we were able to grind
the welds off using an angle grinder, whack the piece with a hammer and dismantle it.

6.5. Outsourcing
The main outsourcing that took place was the use of our sponsor’s time and energy to
complete many of the welds on the project. Since our team members’ welding skills were rusty,
our sponsor stepped in to tackle most of the structural welds on the device.
Future outsourcing plans include sending the parts for powder coating, manufacturing custom
brackets for the hydraulic cylinder, ordering vinyl stickers, and purchasing plastic endcaps for
the exposed tubing.

6.6. Future recommendations
One of the biggest recommendations we have for the future is to use less welding, and more
bolted connections. Bolts allow for more tolerance when assembling, as well as make it easier
to take the device apart and transport it or swap out pieces in case sizing changes.
When drilling holes through both side of rectangular tubing, make sure to take care that the
drill is perpendicular to the surfaces on either side. Too many of our holes were not
perpendicular due to carelessness with drill press clamping, and this made it very difficult to
fit bushings and bolts through the pieces.
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Design Verification
A table of specifications we tested for can be found in Section 3.5, Table 3.1. This section
discusses how we tested many of those specifications, and why we could not test all of them.

7.1. Testing methods (DVP&R)
In Table 7.1, each specification covered in Section 3.5 has a corresponding testing procedure
with required equipment. Specification K was not included here since it is a bonus requirement
that was not met by our final design. Specification F and G cannot be tested physically inperson as they are more calculation based. The table also shows what the result was.
Table 7.1. Testing methods (Design Verification Plan & Results)
Specification
Equipment
Testing Method
Result
Required
A
Half-Barrel
Using the force gauge, we will test the
Planter and
force required to lift the barrel using
Not Tested
mechanical
the hydraulic pump.
force gauge
B
Tape Measure Using the tape measure, we will
measure the width of the model from
29.5”
the left most point of the machine to
the right most point of the machine.
C
Scale
Using a weight scale, we will measure
the weight of the full machine without
Not Tested
a half-barrel.
D
Tape Measure Using the tape measure, we will
measure the Height of the model from
31”
the ground to the highest point of the
machine.
E
Tape Measure Using the tape measure, we will
measure the depth of the model from
the back most point of the machine to
45”
the forward most point of the
machine.
F
This will be calculated from our
Not Tested
theoretical calculations.
G
This value is determined from the
actual cost of each of the parts and
Pass, less
materials found in the bill of materials
than $1000
as well as any additional unforeseen
costs.
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H

Tape Measure

I

Cell phone
with internal
gyroscope

J

Cell phone
with internal
gyroscope and
force gauge

L

Screwdriver

M

Mechanical
force gauge

Using the tape measure, we will
measure the turn radius by marking
on the ground a midpoint between
both wheels, turning the machine as
sharply as mechanically possible to
the right or left at a 90 degree angle,
and then measuring the radius of the
created quarter-circle.
Using a level balancing application on
a cell phone, we will test to see if the
barrel ever rotates more than 30
degrees.
We will attach the cell phone to the
machine while at a zero-degree
incline and using a force gauge will
push the machine up a gradual incline
until the force meter exceeds
specification A’s maximum force. At
this point, the reading on the cell
phone will act as the maximum
incline angle. The client has a gradual
incline at his residence which will be
used for this test.
The fork arm mechanism should be
fully modular by removing the screws
attaching the brackets to the arms.

Using the mechanical force gauge, we
will push the machine carrying a halfbarrel over various step sizes present
at the client’s residence. The different
force measurements will show which
impulse forces are required for
different curbs heights.

Pass, R = 0”

Pass, Barrel
does not
rotate

Not Tested

Pass, Design
change
allows for
arms to be
removed

Not Tested

The testing we did was minimal, and if time allowed, we would have liked to test more aspects
of the device. However, given the Covid-19 pandemic and limited shop availability, we were on
a very tight schedule when it came to manufacturing. That coupled with the lack of yellow tagholding team members until Week 7 of ME 430 meant that we had to dedicate almost all of our
available time into building the device. In fact, the verification prototype was only completed
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one week after the quarter had ended. In the future, we will be visiting our sponsor to do
additional testing on the device, and to make some small design modifications as well.

7.2. Results
The verification prototype successfully managed to grab a barrel and pick it up, which was the
main task we were assigned to do. Shown in Figures 7.1 and 7.2 are images of the barrel being
grabbed and subsequently lifted and moved by our sponsor.

Figure 7.1. Sponsor using the device to grab a planter.

Figure 7.2. Sponsor using the device to move a planter.
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Project Management
Project management is a key part of any successful long-term project. This project spanned the
course of a year and as such, we used a few different tools for staying on task as best we could.

8.1. Timeline
The following table 8.1 shows an overview for the timeline set for this project starting from the
end of the PDR in June 2020 until the end of Winter quarter in March 2021. These values have
been updated since completing the project to reflect the actual completion date of each step
in the process.
Table 8.1. Project timeline.
Monthly Timeframe Task
Description
June-September 2020 Design Improvements
Improve design to address the
problems in our current design (lever
usability, grabber stresses, ability to
fit between barrels)
SeptemberOptimize Dimensions
Adjust dimensions to ensure
October 2020
clearance between barrels
OctoberFEA and Hand Calculations
Use stress/strength hand calculations
November 2020
to determine the strength of each
component. Use Finite Element
Analysis as an estimation tool to
verify.
October-November
Product Specifications and
These were to be completed in the
2020
DVP
CDR but we were unable to complete
them. They were completed by the
end of the first week in November
2020.
NovemberMaterial Selections
Based on stress analysis determined
December 2020
optimal materials for the device.
NovemberCost Analysis
Along with material selection,
December 2020
simultaneously kept a pricing log to
ensure the final prototype stayed
under budget.
NovemberManufacturing Methods
Researched manufacturing methods
December 2020
alongside material selection and cost
analysis to come up with efficient
ways to manufacture the final
product while staying under budget.
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December-January
2021

Secure Funds for Prototype

January-March 2021

Manufacture prototype

March 2021

Test and Analyze

March 2021 onwards

Design changes as per
sponsor request

Attained the funds necessary from our
prototyping budget to create our
machine.
Created all four main sub-assemblies
and assembled them to create our
final prototype that was used for
testing.
Tested and analyzed the prototype to
ensure that it meets all set
requirements and specifications. This
is where we used the testing methods
described in section 7.2 of this report.
Time permitting, final modifications
to the machine were made here.
These modifications only server to
add more customization and
additional versatility in the machine
rather than to solve pre-existing
problems.

8.2. Gantt chart
While working on the project, a Gantt chart was used to keep track of project deadlines and
intermittent submissions. Gantt charts are graphical timeline representations that allow tasks
to be assigned to individuals as well as the group as a whole. The software allowed us to set
deadlines as well as durations for each task. While the original plan was to follow the projected
timeline, due to the Covid-19 pandemic certain responsibilities were delayed. As a result, the
Gantt chart was updated to reflect those changes. The full Gantt chart can be found in Appendix
L.
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Conclusions and Recommendations
This report was a final design review into our barrel mover project. Starting from the ideation
of the barrel mover project, this report covered each step of the design process including the
manufacturing and testing that was absent from the critical design report. Our group has
completed the given task to create a device that can lift and transport half wine barrel planters.
While there is much to improve, the basic device has been successfully designed, created, and
tested. This section will summarize the process of designing and testing the verification
prototype and share recommendations for the future of the project.

9.1. Project summary
Over the course of one year, we conceptualized, designed, analyzed, CAD modeled,
manufactured, and tested a 150+ component hydraulically actuated device capable of lifting
and moving half wine barrel planters. This FDR report showcased all those steps, but what it
does not show are the countless hours put in behind the final design. From late nights to long
days, through a global pandemic and software crashes, our team worked hard to create a
brand new product that could solve the problem our client had. The end result was a prototype
constructed from steel that is capable of lifting up to 500 pounds and moving over rough
terrain, making it much easier for our client to accomplish the task of relocating half wine
barrel planters.

9.2. Recommendations
Although a final product has been created, there are still many improvements we have
discussed that need to be made to the device:
• A tested grabber arm mechanism still needs to be manufactured that would inhibit
rotation of the grabber arm when a barrel is being lifted. Currently, the only resistance
to rotation is due to friction between the barrel and the steel grabber arm.
• Another improvement would be a working brake system for downhill slopes.
• Safety precautions were analyzed but not yet introduced to the device. In the future, a
proper manual, warning stickers, and a translucent guard on the back of the device
would be needed to satisfy the safety parameters and prepare the device for the
consumer market.
The most valuable information collected about our final design comes directly from the
sponsor himself. After using the device for a few days, he summarized his thoughts via email in
three sections: general observations, preparing for powder coating, and design modifications.
These comments have been rewritten more legibly in the following subsections:
General observations:
• The device is significantly easier to use than a hand truck.
• Maneuvering can be difficult, but after some practice is easier.
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•
•

Coating the entire device in hydraulic oil does not make it easier to use. (A comment
most likely regarding user error when filling the hydraulic system)
It seems feasible to use this device for other tasks (i.e., beehives, VW engines, sheet
metal brake, mill) by changing out the grabber mechanism for other attachments.

Preparing for powder coating
• Round over or grind sharp edges.
• Finish all welds, instead of leaving them as tack welds.
• Modify front wheel supports to use one piece of steel instead of 3 welded together. The
easiest solution may be to increase the width of the frame instead.
• Incorporate a taller user handle. The current design only has a support for the hydraulic
pump, which requires the user to bend down to push the barrel mover.
o Redesigned hydraulic pump mount.
• Laser cut cylinder mounting brackets instead of the scrap pieces of steel used. These
can be outsourced for fabrication and shipped.
• Protective ends on the tips of the frame/arms so it can be stored vertically for storage.
Design modifications:
• After all the testing, removal and re-insertion of the bushings, they took a lot of wear
and tear, reducing their functionality.
o Problem may be solved by drilling more concentric holes in the steel linkages.
o May need to consider alternate material for bushings.
• Determine whether the pump and cylinder can be made easier to bleed.
• Grabber lock mechanism to stop them from rotating by themselves.
• The forks seem to not drop consistently when pressure in the hydraulic cylinder is
released. This could be due to the precision of the linkages or there may need to be a
spring or other mechanism to force the arms down when the hydraulic system is
depressurized.
• Add rubber pads to the grabber arms to increase friction around barrel.
From this set of notes, the sponsor has verified that the prototype does function as intended
and completes the original goal. The sponsor also confirms that the device satisfies one of our
bonus requirements to have detachable grabber arms so that grabbers meant for other
purposes can be fitted to the fork arm. In addition to the praise, there are many items that still
need work. Most items are quality-of-life changes but some (such as the damaged bushings)
hinder the life of the barrel mover. We felt it was important to include these notes as they show
what steps needed to be taken for this project to become a commercial product.

9.3. Final remarks
We would like to thank our sponsor, Mr. Braun, our advisor, Professor Fabijanic, and the Cal
Poly machine shop managers and techs for all their advice and help provided through the
duration of this project. Completing a verification prototype proved very difficult, especially
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during a global pandemic, but with the help of the aforementioned individuals we were able to
create and test a fully functional prototype (Figure 9.1) that fulfilled the goals of the project.
We are excited to work directly with our client and sponsor on some design changes in the
future.

Figure 9.1. Completed verification prototype holding barrel planter.
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Appendix A: QFD House of Quality
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Appendix B: Concept Ideation (Sketches)
The following images are screengrabs from our team’s OneNote virtual notebook, showing the
initial ideation process. They are presented as a collage to show the stream-of-consciousness
nature of the ideation process.
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Appendix C: Decision Matrices
The following decision matrices allowed us to select a design direction from the various design
ideas we had. Figure C.1 show the comparison of different grabbing methods. Figure C.2 shows
a comparison of different lifting methods. Figure C.3 shows a comparison of different lifting
layouts.

Figure C.1. Grabbing methods design selection matrix.

Figure C.2. Lifting methods design selection matrix.

Figure C.3. Layout design selection matrix.
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Appendix D: Preliminary Analysis
This appendix contains the hand calculations and other analysis we performed before
proceeding with our chosen design. These offer a proof-of-concept for the chosen design. The
following calculations were performed:
• Barrel weight
• Barrel contact forces
• Grabber arc length
• Linkage forces
• Linkage strength analysis
• Bolt analysis
• Bushing analysis
• Lifting arm analysis (including FEA)
• Weld analysis
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Barrel Weight:
Table D.1: Half-Barrel planter weight calculations. This solver uses different variables such as
the % of the barrel that is full and the density of wet dirt.
Specification Value
Half
Units
Height
18
in
OD_Top
28 13.5625 in
OD_Bot
24 11.5625 in
Thickness
0.875 0.4375 in
Density
100
lbf/ft^3
% full
95%
W_barrel
25 lbf
V_dirt

Total Weight

8508.42 in^3
4.92 ft^3
493 lbf

Barrel Contact Forces:
Table D.2: Calculations for the forces present in the contact point between the bottle jack
grabber and the barrels surface.
theta
0.11
Taper angle
Coefficient
of
mu
0.70
Friction
Fl
305.91 lbf
Normal Force
Fr
214.13 lbf
Friction Force
Fc
280.58 lbf
Hook force
Bottle
jack
Max lenth of bottle
length
15 in
jack
M bottle jack
without
joint
0 lbf in
(with hook)
hook
4208.767 lbf*in
Rx
0
(with hook)
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Figure D.1. Hand calculations and FBD for the grabber arm when in contact with the barrel.
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Grabber Arc Length:

Figure D.2. Hand calculation for determining the optimal grabber arc length to maximize total
coverage around the barrel while still allowing the grabbers to fit around the barrel’s
diameter and to avoid interference between the ends of the grabbers.
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Linkage Force Calculations:

Figure D.3. Hand calculation of overall FBD used in spreadsheet calculator.

Figure D.4. Hand calculations deriving sum of forces and moments for fork mechanism.
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Figure D.5. Example calculations of FBD Forces on linkages.

Linkage Analysis:

Figure D.6. Hand calculation setting up the calculator for stress analysis of linkages.

Figure D.7. Spreadsheet calculator used to determine stress in linkages.
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Bolt Analysis:

Figure D.8. Hand calculations setting up bolt analysis calculations.

Figure D.9. Spreadsheet calculator for bolt stress analysis.
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Bushing Analysis:

Figure D.10. Hand calculations setting up bushing analysis.

Figure D.11. Calculator for bushing stress analysis.

Figure D.12. Table 12-8 used in bushing analysis.
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Figure D.13. Table 12-10 used in bushing analysis.

Figure D.14. Table 12-11 used in bushing analysis.

Lifting Arm Analysis:

Figure D.15. Hand calculations set up for the lifting arm calculator.
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Figure D.16. Spreadsheet calculator to determine stress in the lifting arm.

Figure D.17. Table A-9 used in lifting arm stress analysis.
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Figure D.18. FEA analysis comparing yield in the lifting arm before and after the addition of a
1/8” triangular support plate.
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Welds Analysis:

Figure D.19. Hand calculations setup for the weld stress analysis calculator.

Figure D.20. Spreadsheet calculator for weld stress analysis.
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Appendix E. CAD Drawing Package
This appendix contains the assembly, subassembly, and custom part drawings for the FDR
version of the barrel mover prototype design. It also contains a Bill of Materials for each
assembly, as well as a complete BOM for the entire project, including vendors.
The following documents are attached beginning on the next page:
1. Frame assembly – no wheels
2. Frame assembly – with wheels
3. Forks assembly – no grabbers
4. Forks assembly – with grabbers
5. Linkage assembly
6. Grabber
7. Joint bolt assembly
8. Steel Tubing
9. Complete assembly BOM
10. Full assembly
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Appendix F. Part Specifications
This appendix contains specifications for each purchased component in case a component
needs to be replaced with an acceptable alternate. Specifications are sourced from the retailer
each component was purchased from.
The design critical components whose information is attached are:
• Caster wheels
• Hydraulic cylinder
• Hydraulic hand pump
• Nylon stock
• ¾” Diameter linkage bolts
All other hardware can be easily replaced with compatible sized parts.
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Caster Wheels
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Hydraulic Cylinder

89

Hydraulic Hand Pump
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Nylon Stock
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Linkage Bolts
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Appendix G: Final Budget
Metal
Steel Rectangular Tubing: 2" x 1" x 1", .120" thickness
Steel Blocks: 1" x 2" x 1-1/2"
Steel Plate: 1/8" x 6" x 20'
Round Tubing: Length = 120", OD = 1-1/4", thickness = .120"
Steel Cylinder: Length = 12", D = 1-3/4"
Tax
Total
Wheels
6" Air-Free Flat-Free Rigid Caster
6" Air-Free Flat-Free Swivel Caster with Side Lock
Shipping and Handling
Total
Hydraulics
1.5" bore x 6" stroke snow plow Meyers hydraulic cylinder
Manual Hydraulic Hand Pump 180kg/cm² CP-180

Quantity
60'
2
1
1
1

Unit
Price
$3.20
$11.00
$68.85
$42.00
$25.00

Quantity
2
2

Unit
Price
$31.48
$36.80

Quantity
1
1

Unit
Price
$86.00
$69.00

Quantity

Unit
Price

Shipping and Handling
Tax

Total
Nylon Stock
AIN Plastics Extruded Nylon 6/6 Plastic Rod Stock, 1 in. Dia. x 24 in. L,
Natural

2

$11.25

Quantity
2
2
2
4
4

Unit
Price
$3.99
$2.19
$0.55
$0.35
$0.47

Quantity
3
8

Unit
Price
$3.40
$0.62

Shipping
Tax
Total
Grabber Arm Hardware
Sleeve Bushings, 1" OD, 3/4" ID
3/4" Bolt, 4.5" Length
3/4" Hex Nut
3/4" Washer
3/4" Lock Washer
Tax
Total
Linkage Hardware
3/4" x 3" Bolt (3 pack)
3/4"-10 Hex Nut
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Total
Price
$192.00
$22.00
$68.85
$42.00
$25.00
$30.61
$380.46
Total
Price
$62.96
$73.60
$33.97
$170.53
Total
Price
$86.00
$69.00
$13.97
$6.56
$175.53
Total
Price
$22.50
$11.99
$2.50
$36.99
Total
Price
$7.98
$4.38
$1.10
$1.40
$1.88
$1.30
$18.04
Total
Price
$10.20
$4.96

3/4" Washer (25 pack)
TOTAL
Locking Mechanism Hardware
1/4" Hex Nut
1/4" Screw, 1-1/2" Length (pack of 10)
1/4" Screw, 1/2" Length (pack of 25)
Compress Spring, SS, 1x0.026 In, PK5 (pack of 5)
TOTAL
Grand Total
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1

$4.25

Quantity
4
1
12
2

Unit
Price
$6.83
$10.63
$8.37
$5.16

$4.25
$19.41
Total
Price
$27.32
$10.63
$8.37
$5.16
$51.48
$852.44

Current
Detection
Activities

2

Planned
final testing

1

6

o Force and stress analyses
o testing
o FEA

2

Planned
final testing

5

80

Current Preventative
Activities

3

o Handles too
high or low
o Handles
slippery
o Handles
awkward

o Anthropometric Research
o Measure Sponsor

Handles are
uncomfortable
to hold

User is
uncomfortable

Frame breaks

a) Barrel is not
grabbed
b) barrel cannot
be lifted
c) barrel cannot
be transported

8

o Too thin
(breaks)
o Too thin
(bends)

Frame deflects
too much

Looks bad

2

o Too thin
(bends)

o Deflection analysis
o testing
o FEA

2

Planned
final testing

5

20

8

o Lifting frame
is too thin
o Linkages are
too thin
o Hydraulic
cylinder seals
are too weak
o Hydraulic
pump cylinder
seals are too
weak
o Hydraulic
pump lever is
too thin

o Force and stress analyses
on lifting frame, linkages,
and lever
o Seal calculations
o testing
o FEA

2

Planned
final testing

5

80

2

o Lifting frame
is too thin
o Linkages are
too thin
o Hydraulic
pump lever is
too thin

o Deflection analysis on
lifting frame, linkages, and
lever
o testing
o FEA

2

Planned
final testing

5

20

o Anthropometric Research
o Measure cliff

2

Planned
final testing

1

6

o Bushing analysis
o testing

2

Planned
final testing

5

60

Lifting system
breaks

a) Barrel Cannot
be lifted
b) Barrel cannot
be lowered

Lifting
System:
Lift/Lower
Barrel

Grabbing
System:
Grab/release
Barrel

Potential
Causes of the
Failure Mode

RPN

Frame
System:
Supports
lifting
system,
grabbing
system, and
barrel

Potential
Effects of the
Failure Mode

Detection

Frame
System:
Allow user to
grab

Potential
Failure Mode

Occurrence

System /
Function

Severity

Appendix H: Failure Modes and Effects Analysis

Lifting system
deflects too
much

Looks bad

Lifting is
uncomfortable

User is
uncomfortable

3

o Hydraulic
pump lever is at
awkward
position

Grabbers don't
rotate

a) Barrel cannot
be grabbed
b) Barrel cannot
be released

6

o Bushings wear
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Grabber
Holding
system fails

Barrel slips out

5

o locking
mechanism fails
o rubber pads
wear down

o rubber pad replacements
o Force and stress analyses
on locking mechanism
o testing

2

Planned
final testing

5

50

8

o Bolts too thin
o Bolt
overloading
(thread
damage)
Nut overloading
(thread
damage)

o Force and stress analyses
o testing

2

Planned
final testing

5

80

8

o Forks are too
thin (break)
o Axles are too
thin (break from
static failure,
fatigue failure)

o Force and stress analyses
o testing

2

Planned
final testing

5

80

o Force and stress analyses
o testing

2

Planned
final testing

5

50

6

Planned
final testing

5

90

Grabbing
System: Hold
Barrel
Grabber
system breaks

Rolling system
breaks
Rolling
System:
Allows
device to roll

a) Barrel slips out
b) Barrel cannot
be
grabbed/released

Barrel cannot be
transported

Rolling system
requires too
much force to
push

User is
uncomfortable

5

o Wheels are too
thin (difficult to
push over
bumps)
o Wheels are too
thin (punctured)

Device rusts

Looks bad

3

o paint
scratches

General
System:
Connects
components
rigidly

Welds break

Barrel cannot be
transported
Barrel is not
grabbed
Barrel cannot be
lifted

8

o Overloaded

o Force and stress analyses
o testing
o FEA

2

Planned
final testing

5

80

General
System:
Connects
components
with rotation

Pin
connections
break

Barrel cannot be
lifted
Barrel cannot be
lowered

8

o Overloaded

o Force and stress analyses
o testing
o FEA

2

Planned
final testing

5

80

General
System:
Prevents rust
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Appendix I: Design Hazard Checklist
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Appendix J: Risk Assessment
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Appendix K: Operator’s Manual

BARREL MOVER USER-OPERABLE PARTS
⚠︎ PINCH ZONE

Grabber Arms

Hydraulic
Hand Pump
User Handle

Rear Locking Caster
Wheels

HAND PUMP OPERATION
Pump
Handle

Pressure Regulation
Valve
Turn clockwise to use
pump to lift grabbers.
Slowly turn counterclockwise to release
pressure and lower
grabbers.
Connects to hydraulic
cylinder
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⚠︎SAFETY PRECAUTIONS⚠︎
•
•
•

•

•
•
•
•
•

The barrel mover device is intended for use with those aged 18 and over.
The barrel mover device is designed to lift up to 500 pounds. Avoid using the device for
any objects over 500 pounds.
While using the barrel mover device, please stay behind the handlebar and hydraulic
pump. See figure below.

Avoid using the barrel mover device on major inclines (more than 15 degrees). If the
barrel mover needs to be used on an incline it is recommended to use the rear brakes
to assist.
Only one person should be using the barrel mover device at a time.
Be aware of your surroundings while using the barrel mover device.
If the grabber arms of the barrel mover device need to be rotated, do so before the
device contacts the barrel to avoid injury.
After moving a barrel, use caution when navigating to the next barrel if the grabber
arms are in the open position.
If the grabber arms fail to clasp around the barrel or fail to release from a barrel, check
to make sure the height of the device is at zero. If the device still won’t move, carefully
adjust the grabber arms and avoid pinch points while moving the device backwards in
small intervals until the barrel is fully released.

INSTRUCTIONS FOR USE
1. Check all safety precautions to ensure safe use of the barrel mover device.
2. Release the pressure in the hydraulic pump (turn pressure release knob counterclockwise slowly) to lower the lift to its lowest height.
3. If the grabber arms are not opened, rotate each arm so that the rear ends touch at the
center of the device.
4. Approach the barrel with the barrel mover device. Keep the center of the barrel in line
with the trajectory of the device to ensure that the barrel fully contacts the entirety of
the grabber arm. Continue moving the device forwards until the grabber arms become
parallel with each other and a firm connection is made between the arms and the
barrel surface. The barrel mover will not move further once complete contact has
been made with a barrel.
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5. Ensure the pressure release knob is rotated clockwise fully.
6. Begin pumping the hydraulic jack by moving the lever up and down repeatedly. Be
sure to keep a grip on the device when on any incline. It is recommended to engage
the rear brakes as well.
7. Once the barrel is lifted off the ground to a desired height, stop pumping the hydraulic
jack and keep the lever in the down position.
8. Using the designated handlebars on the device, carefully move the barrel to the
desired location of the user. Refer to the safety precautions for details on safe use
while in transport.
9. Once the destination has been reached, lower the barrel by slowly rotating the
pressure release knob counter clockwise.
10. With the barrel now resting on the ground, pull the device away from the center of the
barrel so that the grabber arms can rotate out to the same position described in Step
4.
11. The previous steps may be repeated for multiple barrels. Refer to the safety
precautions to ensure safe use of the barrel mover device.
12. When the device is no longer needed, store it with the grabber arms rotated inwards
and the height at zero.
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Appendix L: Gantt Chart
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